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The Sportsman
"The Sportsman's Club
Afloat" by Harry Castlemon.
Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide
range of titles that
encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics &
literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the
books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has
been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost
readability for all ereaders and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a
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high-quality digital format.
"The Sportsman: On Hunting,
a Sportsman's Manual,
Commonly Called Cynegeticus"
by Xenophon (translated by
Henry Graham Dakyns).
Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide
range of titles that
encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics &
literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the
books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has
been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost
readability for all ereaders and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks
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that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
Containing Notes on
Shooting, Outfit, Camp
Equipment, Sporting Yarns,
Etc
100 Essential, Engaging,
Offbeat, and Occasionally
Odd Fishing and Hunting
Books for the Adventurous
Reader
The Sportsman
The Sportsman's Gazetteer
and General Guide
The Sportsman's Club Among
the Trappers
The Sportsman's Cyclopaedia
100 Essential, Engaging, Offbeat, and
Occasionally Odd Fishing and Hunting
Books for the Adventurous Reader
The Lost Art of the Sportsman is an
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exhaustive reference text and a
compulsively addictive narrative from
the turn of the 1900s. Francis H.
Buzzacott would find little in common
with the hiker and camper of
contemporary times. This is the
American frontiersman at his
best—no-holds-barred approach to
sporting. And while some of the
advice and information in The Lost
Art of the Sportsman has undoubtedly
been replaced with the advent of new
technology, what’s surprising is just
how much of the book is still essential
advice and knowledge for the modern
hunter, fisher, and camper. Inside,
you’ll learn: • What to bring on a
fishing, hunting, or camping trip •
Recipes for easy campfire meals •
Hunting, fishing, and trapping tips for
a variety of animals • How to deal
with an emergency in a remote place
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• Clothing choices for a variety of
situations • Tips and secrets for all
varieties of firearms Faithfully
reproduced exactly how it was
originally printed, The Lost Art of the
Sportsman comes complete with
hundreds of original pieces of line
drawings and artwork, a true
collector’s edition for hunters,
fisherman, and campers alike.
Containing a Carefully Classified
Descriptive Record of the Principal
American Manufacturers of and
Dealers in Guns, Ammunition, Fishing
Tackle, and Sporting Goods, Dog
Breeders, Kennel Clubs, State
Sportsmen's Associations, Fish
Commissioners, Game Wardens,
Racing and Trotting Associations,
Athletic and Aquatic Clubs, Sporting
Journals, Books and Publishers, Etc
Lost Arts of the Sportsman
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The Sportsman's Magazine of Life in
London and the Country
The Sportsman's Dictionary
Or, Monthly Remembrancer of Field
Diversions
Western Field

From their offices above a boxing
gym in Old Havana, Medlar Lucan
and Durian Gray have set aside
their congenital lethargy to begin a
glittering and fantastical new
project: The Decadent Sportsman.
"We are inspired in part by the
magnificent wastefulness of the
preparations for the London
Olympic Games, exactly the kind of
futile extravagance that Caligula or
Nero would have adored, and in
part by the pungent odours of
sweat and bruised leather that waft
up through the ventilation grillles in
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the floorboards from the boxing ring
below." This orchid-scented duo
bring their wit and monstrous
imaginations to play across the
entire history of sport, with chapters
ranging from the Greek athletic
ideal and its perversions to the Nazi
Olympics of 1936 and the use of
drugs, alcohol and visionary states
of being. The book also includes
the full text of their proposal to the
IOC for a new and more impressive
Alternative Olympic Games, with
events such as voyeurism,
dentistry, Russian roulette, cocktail
mixing, posing, couture,
hairdressing, mendacity,
bohemianism, architectural
patisserie, and the roasting and
carving of meat."
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With 11 seasons in the NFL, Dhani
Jones had an unusually long career
for a football player. But early on,
Dhani thought his playing days
were over. Cut by the Eagles and
the Saints, he was at a professional
crossroads. When the Bengals
called, though, he was more than
ready and in the best shape of his
life. And for that, he credits his offseason. The Sportsman follows
Dhani's discovery that the parts of
his life, which to many seemed to
be distractions—including an offseason TV show that sent him
around the world to learn and
compete in other sports—actually
served to cross-train him in ways
he'd never imagined, enabling him
to become more grounded, globally
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aware, and, most surprisingly, a
much better football player. Part
travelogue, part workout guide, part
inspirational memoir, The
Sportsman is an invigorating
account of Dhani's global sporting
adventures and the lessons he
learned along the way. From
dragon boat racing in Singapore to
carrying 300-pound rocks in Iceland
and biking in Italy, Dhani's
adventures taught him to be
tougher, smarter, and stronger than
ever. The Sportsman is a reminder
that by connecting to the world
through its people and customs and
the spirit of competition, we
empower ourselves in ways that
can surpass our craziest
expectations.
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The Sportsman's Cyclopedia; Being
an Elucidation of the Science and
Practice of the Field, the Turf, and
the Sod, Etc
Containing Instructions for Various
Methods to be Observed in Riding,
Hunting, Fowling, Setting, Fishing
... the Management of Dogs, Game
... and the Manner of Curing Their
Various Diseases and Accidents
The Game Animals, Birds and
Fishes of North America; Their
Habits and Various Methods of
Capture. Copious Instructions in
Shooting, Fishing, Taxidermy,
Woodcraft, Etc. Together with a
Directory to the Principal Game
Resorts of the Country; Illustrated
with Maps
Being a Collection of Hints as to the
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Haunts of the Wild Things of Hoof,
Claw, Scale and Feather of
California's Land and Water; the
Way to Reach Them, and Some
Suggestions as to Approved
Methods of Capture
Frank Nelson in the Forecastle
The Sportsman's Calendar
Named UK's best restaurant
in the Estrella Damm
National Restaurant Awards
in 2016 and 2017 and
Number 1 in the 2017
Square Meal UK Top 100
Restaurants outside London
For home cooks, Stephen
Harris, the chef at the
UK's #1 restaurant, The
Sportsman, shares the ageold and modern techniques
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to perfect 50 British
classics. From all
appearances, The
Sportsman, in Whitstable,
Kent, is a standard
English seaside pub.
Following years of hard
work, Stephen Harris has
transformed this bucolic
locale into an
internationally acclaimed
restaurant serving
innovative regional
cuisine that has earned it
the top spot in Britain and a cult following
around the world. The
simple, stylish recipes in
Harris's debut cookbook
epitomize all that's great
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about British cooking, and
showcase his pared-back
style, while his personal
writings and memorabilia
provide rare insight into
an extraordinary life.
Praise for The Sportsman's
Guide to Field Dressing
Man: Matthew is only 5
foot 7 inches. His poetry
makes him seem at least 5
foot 7 1/2 inches. That's
a big deal. —Buddy
Wakefield, author of
Gentleman Practice When I
hear Matthew's words or
read them, I say to
myself: how does his brain
work? His mind must be
like a house of many
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interesting rooms—each
arranged to hang us, dress
us, and rock us in the
most arresting, comical,
and tragic way. —Jan
Grimm, author of My
Beautiful Leukemia
Warning: the belches and
screams churned up on
these pages from Matthew
Jackson's viscera will
awaken the postapocalyptic hipsterredneck inside you.
—Andrew Schep, pastor
extraordinaire Matthew D.
Jackson knows all too well
that lightning is pretty
when a gray sky smiles.
He's trying to show you
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singed trees and quivering
creatures. He's desperate
to put the human back in
humanity. This
unapologetic bouquet of
words hopes to attract the
bravest eyes; readers that
are willing to smack the
beehive and watch, hear
the angry buzz, and feel
the stings. —John Survivor
Blake, poet, lecturer,
writer, & youth advocate
Dressing in the fields is
tough work. You must
address it before
everything goes bad.
Matthew deftly field
dresses with a blade of
words. —Dan Smith,
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Listener Whenever Matthew
Jackson lets me crawl
around in his head through
his poetry it is like any
trip into an unknown
place: a little scary and
sometimes confusing with
flashes of familiarity and
moments of discovery, but
most of all never ever
boring. —Terry Whittaker,
Viewpoint Books Matthew
Jackson writes poems that
are personal and
universal; comforting and
shocking; hard as bricks
and soft as feathers. In
these poems, Jackson
explores the harsh
realities of the world,
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while exposing the hardearned truths in the
exposed cracks of our
lives. He's speaking for
all of us. Stop, listen
and learn. —Joseph
Kerschbaum, author of Your
Casual Survival, &
Reservoir Dogwood member
See the beauty parlors,
Dollar Stores, closed
churches, inking of all
those bodies, and a young
hood-rat mother as she
wrestles a cigarette and
wrangles her baby boy.
Matthew Jackson captures
the brutal, broken, goingbroke heart of America in
Indiana as no other
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contemporary poet. He
stays close to home and
close to the bone. Forget
Midwestern sentimentality
and academic distance—get
real and get wicked with
The Sportsman’s Guide to
Field Dressing Man .
—Katerina Tsiopos, Ph.D,
author of And Know this
Place, & Our Slow
Migration North Matthew
outdoes himself and undoes
the rest of us in this
elegant and caustic
amalgamation. Some might
call The Sportsman’s Guide
to Field Dressing Man a
well-flipped bird. —Amy E.
C. Linnemann, midwife to
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this collection of poetry
Matthew Jackson is one of
those rare plain speakers
who paints colorful
pictures with well chosen
words. His powers of
observation are keen, and
the human stories he tells
are both quirky and
compelling. This writer
and spoken word artist is
one of a kind! —Susan
Sandberg, President,
Bloomington City Council
Well-dressed minds
everywhere agree—Matthew
Jackson's Man is on its
way to becoming a global
fashion icon. —Judy
Spector, Ph.D., author of
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The Fairy Godmentor's
Advice for Women Like Us:
Life Lessons from Educated
Women The Sportsman Guide
to Field Dressing Man is
an instant remedy for your
jocular itch. —Brandon
Andress, general polymath
& author of Unearthed
Matthew Jackson is the
Keith Richards of poetry
(just without the drug
induced haze that produced
The Harlem Shuffle). His
words are well worth the
read. He takes you on a
twisted ride through
middle aged Central and
Southern Indiana roots.
But don't let his passive
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Buddhist exterior fool
you. He will slap you
silly with his metaphors
and imagery (see the biker
poem collected herein).
His name and his poetry
are destined to be
mentioned in the same
breaths that reference
James Whitcomb Riley,
Buddy Wakefield, Allen
Ginsburg, Rod McKuen,
Charles Bukowski and dare
I say it, Jewel. You will
enjoy this collection
(especially his poem,
Flutter). Insert Happy
Face Emoticon here!!!
—Jason L. Ammerman, poet,
& Reservoir Dogwood member
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The Ultimate Guide to
Hunting, Fishing,
Trapping, and Camping
The Sportsman's
Dictionary: Or, the
Country Gentleman's
Companion
The Sportsman's Pocketbook, Or Monthly
Remembrancer of Field
Diversions
The Sportsman's Magazine
of the West
In All Rural Recreations:
... Extracted from the
Most Celebrated English
and French Authors, ...
With Large Improvements,
Made by Several Gentlemen
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Well Experienced in These
Noble Exercises.
Illustrated with Near
Thirty Copper-plates, ...
The Second Edition. In One
Volume
"The Sportsman's Club in the
Saddle" by Harry Castlemon is a
late 19th century book that was
almost forgotten. Luckily, it has
been saved from obscurity by
conservation efforts. This book
follows its characters in a lighthearted tale that gives modern
readers an interesting look at a
society that no one will ever be able
to relive.
Reading Hunting Arkansas is like
walking alongside acclaimed
Arkansas outdoorsman and writer
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Keith Sutton as he searches for the
elusive woodcock in bottomland
timber near the L'Anguille River,
stalks deer across farmland, or
treks through woodlands hunting
black bears. Sutton weaves hunting
know-how with personal stories and
histories of various regions to
produce this book telling you when,
where, why and how to hunt in the
Natural State.
The Sportsman's Dictionary; Or,
The Gentleman's Companion: for
Town and Country
Containing Full and Particular
Instructions for Riding, Hunting,
Fowling ... Hawking, &c. With the
Various Methods to be Observed in
Breeding and Dieting of Horses
Both for the Road and Turf; Also,
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the Management of Dogs,
Gamecocks, Dunghill-fowls,
Turkies, Geese, Ducks, Pigeons,
Singing-birds, &c. And the Manner
of Curing Their Various Diseases
and Accidents
Photography for the Sportsman
Naturalist
Pheasant Raising for the
Sportsman and Farmer
The Sportsman's Vocal Cabinet
The Sportsman's Guide to Field
Dressing Man

Castlemon has done it again with this
lastest installment of the Frank Nelson
series. Twelve?years after his first
appearance, Frank takes to the sea again
only this time with the Sportsman's Club.
His life among the whalers is like his life
on the Mississippi, full of danger and
excitement, with all the makings of a
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good read.?
The SportsmanUnexpected Lessons from
an Around-the-World Sports
OdysseyRodale Books
The Sportsman's Guide to Natural State
Game
The Sportsman's Club in the Saddle
The Sportsman's Club Afloat
The Sportsman's Directory
The Sportsman's Vade-mecum for the
Himalayas
Comprising an Extensive Collection of
Scarce, Curious, and Original Songs and
Ballads, Relative of Field Sports ...

How to Trap And Snare: A
Complete Manual For The
Sportsman, Game Preserver And
Amateur On The Art Of Taking
Animals And Birds In Traps,
Snares and Nets With Numerous
IllustrationsBy William Carnegie
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"This manual is intended to
provide as much practical insight
into the various modes of
trapping, snaring, and netting the
animals and birds of the British
Isles as can be furnished by
writing. Whenever possible and
desirable, such insight is given of
the haunts and habitats of the
creatures to be caught as may
prove useful to the amateur or
tyro, for whom it is more
particularly planned, than for the
professional. Every piece of work,
device, trap, snare, or net
described has been performed,
employed, or made by the author,
and it is hoped that the
experience gained during many
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years may prove of advantage to
others who may be induced to
follow the Art of the Trapper,
either for pastime or profit"
William Carnegie, 1880. Originally
published at the turn of the
century, this extremely rare book
has been reprinted in a highquality soft-cover edition by Read
Country Books. It is a complete
and detailed treatise on the art of
trapping, snaring and netting,
written by a master of the craft
and extensively illustrated
throughout. Never before
reprinted, this unique work is
packed with information that is
still of great practical value to the
sporting man today. 224 pages +
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8 pages of original adverts. Many
of the earliest sporting books,
particularly those dating back to
the 1800s, are now extremely
scarce and very expensive. READ
COUNTRY BOOKS are
republishing these classic works
in affordable, high quality, modern
editions, using the original text
and artwork. CHAPTER I. - The
Dorset Trap and its Varieties
CHAPTER II. - Humane traps
CHAPTER III. - Tools, etc., for
Trapping CHAPTER IV. - How to
set the Dorset Trap CHAPTER V.
- Round and Small Steel Traps
CHAPTER VI. - Rabbit trapping
CHAPTER VIII. - Rabbit Trapping
CHAPTER VIII. - Trapping
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Ground Vermin CHAPTER IX. Rats CHAPTER X. - Rats
(continued) CHAPTER XI. - Wild
Cats CHAPTER XII. - Poaching
Dogs and Cats CHAPTER XIII. Trapping Foxes CHAPTER XIV. Trapping Hawks CHAPTER XV. Trapping Crows, Rooks, etc.
CHAPTER XVI. - Trapping
Magpies and Jays CHAPTER
XVII. - Box, Cage and other Traps
CHAPTER XVIII. - The Snare and
its Varieties CHAPTER XIX. - The
Use of the Snare CHAPTER XX. General Trapping and Snaring
CHAPTER XXI. - Pitfalls
CHAPTER XXII. - Springes and
Hingles CHAPTERS XXIII. - Nets
and their Employment
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CHAPTERS XXIV. - Nets and
their Employment (continued)
CHAPTER XXV. - Moles and how
to catch them CHAPTER XXVI. Trapping Fishery Pests
Hunting Arkansas
The Sportsman's pilot and betting
house guide, ed. by Iron-mask
The Sportsman: On Hunting, a
Sportsman's Manual, Commonly
Called Cynegeticus
Or The Gentleman's Companion:
for Town and Country. Containing
Full and Particular Instructions for
Riding, Hunting, Fowling, Setting,
Fishing, Racing, Farriery,
Cocking, Hawking, Etc. with the
Various Methods to be Observed
in Breeding and Dieting of Horses
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...
Comprising a Series of Highly
Finished Engravings,
Representing the Horse and the
Dog, in All Their Varieties
The Sportsman's Bookshelf
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